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SUMMARY 

In accelerator-driven neutron sources such as the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) the 

interaction of the energetic proton beam with the mercury target can lead to a very high 

heating rate (-lo7 "Us) over -0.58 ps of a beam pulse duration. The resulting thermal 

shock leads to large-amplitude pressure waves2 in the mercury that interact with the 

target walls and bulk fluid. Understanding and predicting the propagation of pressure 

pulses in the target are considered critical for establishing the feasibility of constructing 

and safely operating such devices. To address these thermal shock issues, a series of 

single-pulse tests on targets was conducted at the LANCE/WNR during August 26 -30, 

2000. 

Four types of targets were used for these tests. An axisymmetric cylindrical target was 

the same as that used in previous tests3. The second target (Large Effects or LE target) 

was designed to maximize strain. The third target had a shape more prototypical of that 

proposed for SNS. The fourth target was a cylindrical target with an array of -40 

temperature sensors. Data on target vessel strains and mercury temperatures were 

collected for 128 runs; 122 runs had only a single proton beam pulse, and 6 runs had 2 

proton beam pulses separated by 50 ms. Details of these experiments will be published 

and presented at a later time. In this paper, only data analysis results that cover 

preliminary but notable observations for the LE target will be presented. To summarize, 

the LE target has a right cylindrical shape (29 cm long and 5-cm radius) with a 2-mm- 

thick wall and special vacuum flanges on each end. The portions of the two end flanges 

in contact with mercury are machined to form 1.2-mm thick diaphragms that are expected 

to undergo large deformations due to the pressure waves caused by the intense proton 

beam heating. Two types of mercury were used to measure the effects of non- 

condensible gases; degassed mercury and helium-injected mercury. For degassing, 

mercury in a container was agitated by intensive acoustic waves under a continuous 

overhead vacuum. Upon sonification using a -700-W acoustic horn, bubbles observed 

through a sight glass of the container usually disappeared in 2 or 3 h, when it was 

assumed that the mercury was degassed sufficiently. This state of degassing corresponds 

only to the maximum rarefaction pressures that the -700-W acoustic horn could possibly 



provide. During thermal shock if conditions arise where the rarefaction pressure is more 

intense, the dissolved gases that still remain in mercury will necessarily be forced out of 

the solution. Also, in a separate series of experiments with the LE target an array of 

hollow tubes was used as scattering centers (SCs) to measure the effectiveness of 

mitigating high-pressure waves. The SC insertion was motivated from analytic modeling 

predictions4. 

Results and analyses for tests with depassed vs helium-injected mercury 

Figure 1 illustrates strain traces at the sensor placed at the center of the front diaphragm. 

In this figure, data for degassed and helium-injected mercury from four different shots are 

compared. Frequency responses (or pulse width) in both cases look compatible in the 

earlier period (<1 ms); during this time, helium may not have been evolved enough to 

damp the pressure pulses. In the later period, helium-injected mercury gives rise to strain 

profiles with much longer pulse durations than degassed mercury (due presumably to 

emanation of helium gas). During later periods, the degassed mercury case also reveals 

that the pulse widths increase more than those of the earlier period but not as much as the 

helium-injected mercury case. This may be because substantial amounts of gases are still 

left in this degassed mercury; the gas can evolve due to tensile pressures exceeding the 

maximum levels of tensile states that could be accomplished via the acoustic horn used 

for degassing. Clearly, gas emanation results in increase of attenuation time for wave 

transport and structural response. In both cases, it is seen that evolution of gas in limited 

target volume results in a longer duration of expansion. In helium-injected mercury, the 

location where this sensor is attached reached structural yielding conditions (- 1200 

microstrain at -1.7 ms). Similar behavior was also observed at the back diaphragm 

location. 

Furthermore, it was clearly noted from other data analyses (not shown in Fig. 1 )  that 

measured strain dissipates much faster over time in helium-injected mercury. For 

example, at the sensor located -2.5 cm from the center of the back diaphragm, the first 

measured strain value of -900 microstrain was reduced to -500 microstrain with 



degassed mercury. This is an -45% reduction whereas for helium-injected mercury, the 

reduction was -75% of the first pulse (Le., microstrain reduced from -800 to -200 in a 

single cycle). Therefore, system damping with helium present was observed to be close 

to a factor of 2 greater with than that without helium in mercury; this should provide for 

faster dissipation. 

Based solely on wave transport time, frequencies of  strain oscillation corresponding to 

the length (axial direction) and diameter (radial direction) of the cylinder were expected 

to be -5 kHz (0.2 ms of pulse width) and -15 kHz (66 ps of pulse width), respectively. 

However, measured data revealed that strain magnitude pulses were about ten times 

smaller in frequency. A modal analysis was performed for the LE test section using the 

well-known ANSYS code that assumed a simple 2-D geometry of mercury contained 

within a thin-shell steel cylinder. The results showed that a strong harmonic frequency of 

the entire system exists at -500 Hz. This resonance vibration corresponds almost exactly 

to the frequency observed from the LE target experiments. This resonance frequency 

apparently predominates over any drive frequencies that result from pressure pulsations. 

Notably, some of the data collected at the back diaphragm did show that smaller waves of 

-5 kHz are superimposed over the main (-500 Hz) strain waveform. 

Results and analyses for tests with hollow-tube hoop array of SCs 

Data for a helium-injected mercury target with SCs were compared against similar data 

from the target without SCs to characterize the role played by SCs placed in mercury. 

Strain values (in microstrain) measured at the center of the front diaphragm indicated that 

the initial peak for the case with SCs was much higher (-1200 vs -650 without SCs). 

Such behavior was indeed predicted in scoping hydrocode assessments that were reported 

earlier4. These simulations predicted that, despite overall dissipation improvements, 

pressure waves generated in the region between the front window and SCs can become 

contained and amplified in magnitude. However, during a later time period (after 2.5 ms), 

the strain amplitudes get damped faster in the case with SCs, again as predicted via 

simulations. Another set of data was collected at 3.8 cm from the center of the front 



diaphragm. During initial tension, this part of the diaphragm reached yielding (e.g., 

-1250 microstrain at -0.8 ms) for full-pulse power. To compare with a one-half power 

case, the full-power case resulted in a much higher strain magnitude during this earlier 

period; however, distinctions between two different power levels disappeared when the 

second set of waves arrived during later time periods. This is thought to be due to helium 

gas evolution and interactions of waves with SCs. Without SCs, the initial measured 

strain was -800 microstrains, while -1250 microstrains was measured in the case with 

s c s .  

As mentioned previously, more extensive analysis of data for all the targets tested at 

LANCE/WNR will be published at a later time. This manuscript has presented 

preliminary observations of data collected for the LE target as a prelude. The key 

conclusions and observations can be summarized as follows: 

Increased gas content in mercury can be expected to slow down pressure waves or 

structural responses; effectively cushioning the response behavior in time. 

Degassed mercury (using a powerfid acoustic horn at -700-W power) will likely 

still contain a substantial amount of dissolved gases that are available to emanate 

during intense rarefaction wave transport in high-energy pulsation as in WNR or 

SNS systems. 

Inclusion of SCs will act to dampen structural response faster; however, the 

damping characteristics and structural response will depend on various parameters, 

including the degree of contact between mercury and the wall. 

Despite inclusion of gases, pressure waves in steel-enveloped vessels do not 

dissipate within milliseconds; they take close to several hundred milliseconds. 

This result could have significant implications on wave energy buildup and 

overpressurization during successive pulses (as in the SNS system where proton 

pulses repeat every I6 ms). 

The overall structural frequency during thermal shock in the LE target was noted 

to correspond to a harmonic mode that does not necessarily correspond with the 

values one may derive via wave transit time evaluations alone. For the LE target 

0 



system, a strong mode was predicted to exist at -500 Hz; this result corresponded 

nicely with observations. These observations are expected to be useful for fatigue 

life assessments in SNS. These data also indicate that high-frequency pressure 

oscillations at sensitive mercury-steel interfaces that may lead to erosion may not 

necessarily lead to drive pressure-frequency for structural oscillations. 
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Figure 1. Strain measured at the front diaphragm of the LE target 
tested at LANCE/WNR. 


